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Cover Letter April 22, 2022

To: City of Seattle Department of Transportation:

Superpedestrian, Inc. is excited to submit our application to continue providing shared e-scooters in Seattle.

We are urban mobility specialists and operate the world’s smartest and safest shared micromobility programs. From
Superpedestrian’s start in the MIT Senseable Cities Lab in 2013, we have studied how micromobility can meet cities'
needs for safety, equity, sustainability, innovation, and compliance and have worked to make micromobility a match for
cities and users.

Since beginning our service in Seattle in October 2020, we have expanded to more than 60 cities around the world. As
we’ve grown, we have developed new innovations to continue meeting rider safety and program compliance goals. Vehicle
Intelligence (VI), our patented core technology, supports the safety of riders and those around them - while making
operations more efficient and our vehicles more durable. Vehicle Intelligence also enables us to invest in our workers with
stable jobs, focus on community partnerships, and operate across entire cities. We live our values through proven equity
strategies, robust engagement with new riders and community groups, and investing in our local staff with equitable
hiring practices and by paying a living wage.

To date, Superpedestrian has provided more than 850,000 micromobility trips in Seattle, and in December 2021 and
January 2022 our scooters provided the most trips of any provider operating in Seattle. We are proud of our rapid
response to City concerns and our collaborative approach with staff, resulting in the strongest compliance record among
scooter providers in the City.

In this application, we propose enhancing Superpedestrian’s Seattle operation to include 1,900 Type 1 stand up
e-scooters and 100 Type 2 accessible, seated e-scooters. Seattle will also be among the first Superpedestrian fleets to
receive our newest scooter with our patented Pedestrian Defense technology. This centimeter-precision technology
detects, corrects, and prevents unsafe behaviors including intoxicated and sidewalk riding, and enforces proper parking.

OUR CONTINUED COMMITMENT TO SEATTLE
We pledge to provide Seattle residents and visitors with the most innovative and user-friendly scooter experience. And in
close collaboration with the City, we will strive to meet the 2022 Permit Requirements and Seattle Department of
Transportation’s (SDOT) five objectives for the program. We will work to:

1. Reduce Seattle’s carbon emissions by providing active, low-carbon, and congestion-reducing mobility
options. Superpedestrian’s vehicles are the most durable scooters in the industry. Sustainability is factored
into every part of our business from scooter design and production to operations. We’re lowering our impact
across operations, from vehicle production and battery sourcing, to minimizing vehicle miles traveled to
rebalance our fleet, to battery recycling, charging, and disposal. We prioritize extending our scooters’ service
lifetime and minimizing the number of vehicles we produce. And as a Climate Pledge signatory, we are
committed to achieving net zero carbon and transparently reporting our progress toward that goal.

2. Ensure accessibility for and expand use by Black and Indigenous people, non-black people of color,
low-income people, immigrants and refugees, and people with limited English proficiency. Our equity plan,
detailed below, includes continuing to exceed our equity deployment targets in Seattle, building on and
fostering new local partnerships, providing discounted rates and accessible vehicles, simplifying enrollment
for low-tech and unbanked riders, and using data-driven demand tools to better reach traditionally
underserved populations. Superpedestrian only hires a W-2 workforce that represents the local Seattle
community.

3. Be Safe and advance our Vision Zero objectives. Our safety-first vehicle design and engineering, paired with
our operating system, foster a safe environment for Superpedestrian riders, pedestrians and others. Our
vehicle is embedded with our vehicle intelligence system, protecting the vehicle and preventing safety issues
like battery fires and short circuits. In addition to technology solutions to keep our partner communities safe,
we provide people-first education teaching riders and the public the rules of the road and courteous riding
behavior. We offer incentives and education to ride safely, including a New Rider Quiz, SMS text message
campaign, and additional messaging to educate riders on local rules and regulations.
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4. Ensure sidewalks are safe and accessible for people of all ages and abilities. Our robust and flexible parking
management plan has consistently improved over the course of the 2021 pilot. In Q3 audits, Superpedestrian
led all operators in compliance with only 6% of our scooters found in obstruction. We have dedicated staff to
monitor and fix parking issues quickly and automated systems that alert us to parking issues in real time. In
2022, we pledge to introduce new technology to further enhance parking compliance and ensure sidewalks
are safe and accessible for all.

5. Provide accessible and adaptive mobility options and expand use by people with disabilities. Riders will be
able to choose between our latest standing or seated scooter, increasing accessibility and consumer choice.
We have implemented and will continue to develop education and enforcement features that ensure our
vehicles are properly parked in the right of way and do not impede ADA or sidewalk accessibility. Additionally,
we are exploring a partnership with Outdoors for All to continue finding innovative approaches and solutions
for people with disabilities.

On the following pages, we’ve outlined our plan to continue to exceed Seattle requirements. Our local Seattle team is
proud to serve our community every day with the safest and most accessible vehicles.

Thank you for providing Superpedestrian the opportunity to submit our permit application, and please contact us at
proposals@superpedestrian.com with any questions.

Sincerely,

Assaf Biderman
CEO & Founder, Superpedestrian
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EQUIPMENT & SAFETY

Seattle’s launch celebration and ribbon cutting at Alki on Halloween October 31, 2020

A-ES1.1 Attach all illustrative images and specifications described in Requirement ES1.2(c).

TYPE 1 - SUPERPEDESTRIAN E-SCOOTER SPEC
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1. DESCRIPTION OF DEVICE AND COMPONENTS
The Superpedestrian scooter is the result of over two years of custom engineering, design, testing, and
refinement. Our scooter is purpose-built to withstand the rigors of shared, public use and meets all the device
requirements outlined in G2.(d)18.i and Requirement ES2.

2. Overall Dimension 50" x 23" x 47"
13. Front/Rear Light

Reflectors
Visible from 500 ft.
Front, rear, side

3. Weight 59.5 lbs 14. Audible Alerts Bell, speakers

4. Wheel Size 10" x 2.25" (25 x 5.71cm) 15. Gears N/A

5. Tire Type Semi-pneumatic 16. Battery Type Embedded (See diagram on
Pg. 14 for recharge procedure)

6. Suspension Variable 17. Locking System Locking Cable (see diagram
on Pg. 14)

7. Brakes

Dual hand brake system,
one regenerative rear
brake (See detail on Pg. 13)

18. Tracking Superpedestrian's VI, GPS,
Bluetooth, 4G

8. Cable Housing

Tamper-proof cable
design, fully enclosed
(See photo of brake
levers on Pg. 13)

19. Battery Capacity
Drive Power
Battery Range
Max Speed

52V, 907Wh
750 Watts
61 miles
15 mph

9. Wheelbase 39.8” wide (101cm) 20. Cargo N/A

10. Max Load 297 lbs.(135 kg) 21. Kickstand Single

11. Height 47” (119 cm) 22. Vendor Info
Handlebars, neck (See table
and photo  on Pg. 14, 15)

12. Floorboard 7.5” wide (19 cm) 23. Additional
Features

IP67 waterproof, vehicle
self-protection software,
optional turn signals,
handlebar LED ring visual
alerts
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A-ES2.1 Attach all illustrative images and specifications described in Requirement ES1.2(c).

TYPE 2 - SUPERPEDESTRIAN SEATED SCOOTER SPEC

1. DESCRIPTION OF DEVICE AND COMPONENTS
To accommodate a wider range of users, we have added an ergonomic seat to our existing scooter model,
which offers additional convenience and flexibility for a smooth ride. We chose this design based on survey
data from other markets indicating that some people are more comfortable sitting when traveling over longer
distances. These devices are available on-demand for in-app rentals: visual indicators in-app demonstrate
which devices are available and where they are located for ease of selection and use.

VEHICLE

2. Overall Dimension 50" x 23" x 47"
13. Front/Rear Light

Reflectors
Visible from 500 ft.
Front, rear, side

3. Weight 67.5 lbs 14. Audible Alerts Bell, speakers

4. Wheel Size 10" x 2.25" (25 x 5.71cm) 15. Gears N/A

5. Tire Type Semi-pneumatic 16. Battery Type Embedded (See diagram on
Pg. 14 for recharge procedure)

6. Suspension Variable 17. Locking System Locking Cable (if desired,
see diagram on Pg. 14)

7. Brakes
Dual hand brake system,
one regenerative rear
brake (See detail on Pg. 13)

18. Tracking Superpedestrian's VI, GPS,
Bluetooth, 4G

8. Cable Housing
Tamper-proof cable
design, fully enclosed
(See photo of brake

19. Battery Capacity
Drive Power
Battery Range

52V, 907Wh
750 Watts
61 miles
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levers on Pg. 13) Max Speed 15 mph

9. Wheelbase 39.8” wide (101cm) 20. Cargo 8,648 cm3 (optional add-on)

10. Max Load 297 lbs.(135 kg) 21. Kickstand Single

11. Height 47” (119 cm) 22. Vendor Info
Handlebars, neck (See table
and photo  on Pg. 14, 15)

12. Floorboard 7.5” wide (19 cm) 23. Additional
Features

IP67 waterproof, vehicle
self-protection software,
optional turn signals,
handlebar LED ring visual
alerts

SEAT

Dimensions 9.4" x 9" x 24" Saddle Material Elastic foam sponge

Weight 8 lbs (seat unit only) Testing Standard ISO 4210

Material Aluminum alloy Safety Feature Anti-theft locking
mechanism

Max Load 298 lbs.

CARGO CARRYING COMPONENT (OPTIONAL ADD-ON)

Cargo Space 8,648 cm3
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Per ES1.2 Approval Required - 7. the type of brakes used on both the front and rear wheels
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Per ES1.2 Approval Required - 8. photos of brake levers and any areas with exposed brake lines/cable housing

Per ES1.2 Approval Required - 17. the locking security system as detailed in Requirement ES2.6
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Per ES1.2 Approval Required - 16. the power source and recharge procedure (i.e. swappable) for all electrical components, including
lamps, batteries, and location tracking unit;

Our existing batteries are swappable by our trained mechanics in a warehouse setting. We are in the process of
transitioning to sustainable in-field swappable batteries, and this was delayed by the pandemic and supply chain
constraints. We anticipate installing in-field swappable batteries across our fleet by 2023.

Overview of recharge procedure for all electrical components.

A-ES1.2 Attach illustrated images of the placement of the information described in Requirement ES3.1-4.

VEHICLE COMPANY
BRANDING

CUSTOMER SERVICE
CONTACT VEHICLE ID EDUCATIONAL

SIGNAGE

Standing
E-Scooters Handlebars Handlebars Neck Handlebars

Seated
E-Scooters Handlebars Handlebars Neck Handlebars
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VEHICLE DECALS
We include always-visible safety messages and helpline details on the handlebars and steering column of our
vehicles. These decals are customized to Seattle and comply with all device component requirements.

In compliance with ES3.2 and ES3.4, we are prepared to print any additional regulatory information once the
program manager provides the decal design. Our vehicles also all feature SDOT Find it Fix It Stickers (see A-06).
Please note that we have used pictorial icons in addition to English phrases on the handlebars to help explain the
Rider On-Device Education. We are happy to work with the City to expand the language options on the handlebars to
the extent possible.

A-ES1.3 Attach illustrated images of the Braille Identifier described in Requirement ES3.4.

A braille identifier is on each scooter in Seattle (seen below). This includes customer support information on each
scooter so the visually impaired community can contact our team directly with any accessibility concerns. The
braille identifier adheres to ADA standards for font size.
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Braille identifier on the neck of each scooter with contact information
for our support team (left) in ADA approved sizing (right).

A-ES1.4 Will devices participate in Emergency Unlocking, as described in Requirement ES2.8? (Attach a description [≤ 250 words] of the method for
unlocking and providing devices free of charge.)

ES2.8 EMERGENCY UNLOCKING
Superpedestrian participates in Emergency Unlocking should the mayor declare a civil emergency and require such
a service. As part of our preparations and operations, Superpedestrian’s product team writes two scripts operated
remotely (e.g. from the Seattle warehouse or from our HQ in Boston) in the event of an emergency.

The first script would unlock all Superpedestrian scooters on the Seattle network. These unlocked scooters
would then be free and available for anyone to ride.

The second script would send a push notification to users in the Seattle area.

Please note that though only Superpedestrian riders will receive the mobile phone push notification through the
second script, the first script universally unlocks the scooters for anyone to ride.
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PARKING

Scooters deployed in the SoDo neighborhood.

A-P1 Attach a description, illustrative images, and any data relating to how the company ensured staff parked devices correctly during the pilot
period in Seattle and/or in other jurisdictions, and how we plan to ensure devices are parked correctly in the future.

EMBEDDING PROPER PARKING IN OPERATIONS
Our teams set the standard for vehicle parking by always positioning our scooters in a neat and orderly manner and
without overwhelming public spaces. We continue to take a multifaceted approach to ensuring our scooters are
parked correctly both during initial deployment and when rebalancing throughout the day. Our approach includes
rigorous staff training, detailed parking guidelines, data-driven scooter staging procedures, and daily audits of our
parked fleet.

Over the course of the City of Seattle’s comprehensive parking audit, we are proud to be one of the most compliant
operators in the pilot program:

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

1,325 units audited (2x more than any other
provider)

Only 6% of audited Superpedestrian vehicles were
out of parking compliance in SDOT’s Q3 audit

73% improvement from Q2 2021 to Q3 2021
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Superpedestrian Parking Hero patrolling Alki Beach

OUR SEATTLE PARKING APPROACH

In Seattle, our operations assistants routinely patrol high density areas
including Pike Place, Alki Beach and Union Square to identify incorrectly
parked scooters and make parking corrections as needed. We also maintain
a dedicated overnight parking specialist to ensure 24/7 compliance. During
these sweeps, our staff typically make 5 parking corrections per shift.

As a part of this process, each parking specialist is required to first take a
picture of the incorrectly parked scooter and then a picture of the correctly
parked scooter to show that the issue has been resolved. These photos are
audited daily and validated against customer end-trip parking photos. If a
customer is determined to have incorrectly parked a scooter, they are
contacted with educational materials and information about Seattle’s fine
system. As a result of this program we have had 0 repeat parking
offenders.

To underscore our commitment to proper parking, we introduced our
Parking Hero to the Seattle Market. The Parking Hero patrols Alki Beach with
a helmet, a yellow mask and a cape to address parking violations, distribute
swag and educate the public about scooter safety.

LABOR MODEL
Our best parking tool is highly trained and dependable operations staff. Superpedestrian only hires and trains W-2
employees to ensure exceptional, consistent service and our operations staff are always thoroughly trained in how
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to correctly park devices. Our employment model facilitates effective management and communication practices,
and we promote a committed workforce in the following ways:

1. We do not use contractors or employment agencies.

2. We guarantee a living wage significantly higher than the industry standard. Seattle’s minimum wage is
$17.27/hr and the living wage is $19.82/hr. Our average wage for operations associates is $24 to
$28/hour.

3. We find quality candidates through our in-house recruiting and interview process.

4. We provide benefits, including 401k investment, health/vision/dental benefits, and accrued paid time off,
starting on the first day of employment.

5. We educate and upskill our team, resulting in higher retention and consistency in operations.

DATA DRIVEN OPERATIONS SUPPORT
Our operations platform, Wrangler, serves as a reinforcement tool to ensure vehicles are appropriately parked. Our
operations team maintains Wrangler collection points (hubs), including the correct number of vehicles to park in the
hub, and an image of appropriately parked vehicles. This serves as a template for employees to reference when
rebalancing and redeploying vehicles and ensures we meet parking requirements. In Seattle, our operations team
also utilizes Zoba, a widely respected and utilized software platform used by micromobility operators to understand
fleet dynamics. This software is integrated with our Wrangler platform and recommends where to deploy scooters
to meet demand and equity area distribution requirements.

Wrangler in-app hub view:
including vehicle information,
and a photo of properly parked
vehicles.

Wrangler desktop view of deployment hubs
showing actual and ideal number of vehicles
per location - each blue vehicle is an
individual, while the blue circles indicate
clusters.

Neatly deployed Superpedestrian
scooters

Our software platforms automatically flag unusual or non-compliant vehicle behavior. For example, our vehicles
have tip-over detection technology. When a scooter detects it has tipped over, a task is created for our operations
team. All tasks are automatically added to our Operations Associates’ daily in-field queue of responsibilities and
items that have City-mandated response time requirements are prioritized within this queue.
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TASK AUTOMATED TASK → ACTION PLATFORM

Tip Over Device is no longer upright Highest Priority: Ops team dispatched
immediately to repark

VI

Offline Device has not reported position for 6 hrs Ops team dispatched to last position VI

Out of Zone Device is out of operational zone Ops team dispatched to retrieve Wrangler

Bad Parking Device was improperly parked Ops team dispatched to repark Wrangler

User Report Device has been reported by a customer Device unavailable to rent; Ops team
inspects and/or picks up for
maintenance

Zendesk

Scooters deployed at the Seattle Kraken first home game in partnership with Dick’s Drive-In.

A-P2 Attach a description and illustrative images of how the company employed appropriate geofencing capabilities during the pilot period in
Seattle and/or in other jurisdictions. Include data showing performance related to the effectiveness of these geofences, such as how often devices
are parked in no-parking zones, and the plans for employing effective geofences in Seattle.

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

0.4% of trips ended in No-Parking Zones in 2021

255 activated No-Parking Zones as of April 2022

Over 450 trips have ended in targeted incentivized
parking zones helping alleviate parking issues at
Pike Place Market
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INSTANT AND INTENTIONAL GEOFENCES

Proper parking starts with intentional system design – Superpedestrian proactively works with community partners
to design geofences that protect pedestrians, open space, business and institutional needs, and that act as a tool to
respond to outlier rider behavior. Other operators rely on cellular cloud-based servers, leading to delays of up to 30
seconds due to inconsistent connectivity. Because our onboard geofences enforce No Ride, Slow Ride, and No
Parking zones we have a geofence enforcement success rate of over 99%. Our system design is therefore one of
the strongest tools we offer to ensure proper parking. For this permit, our team reviewed all trip end locations from
January 1, 2021 through December 31, 2021 and compared these endpoints with No Parking Zones, taking into
account activation dates. The team found that as a result of our on-board geofence enforcement only 0.4% of all
trips ended in a no-park zone.

ZONE RESTRICTION ESTABLISHMENT AND COMMUNICATION
In Seattle, we use geofenced zones to uphold local regulations, promote safe riding, prevent improper parking, and
satisfy community requests. Our time to establish a new geofence is one business day for standard requests. In the
case of urgent requests, we can establish a new geofence in one hour or less. In Seattle, we proactively institute
these zones where riding and/or parking can lead to noncompliance, dissatisfaction, an environmental concern, or a
safety hazard. Examples of current zone restrictions are below.

No Ride Zones No Parking Zones Slow Ride Zones Temporary Geofences
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Devices gradually slow to
a stop. Riders are
prohibited from ending
their ride and are
prompted to return the
device to the service
area.

Riders may travel freely in
the zone, but parking is
prohibited. 

The top speed is
restricted to a defined
limit. In highly congested
areas, we limit the vehicle
speed based on the
average pedestrian
walking speed.

We create temporary No
Ride, Slow Ride, and No
Parking Zones. This
includes restricted areas
and temporary event
parking.

1. Pike Place Market
2. UW Campus
3. LINK Transit stations

1. UW Campus
2. Seattle Waterfront

1. 1st Ave near Pike Place
2. Seattle Center

1. City specified events

IN-APP PARKING FEATURES

Incentivized/Preferred Parking
When a rider is using the mobile app,
incentivized areas inform the rider of next steps
to receive financial incentive. This incentive is
also listed in the rider’s ride receipt.

Parking Areas
Virtual and physically marked preferred
parking locations are indicated in-app for
riders to find the closest parking corral to pick
up or return their device.

INCENTIVIZED PARKING GEOFENCES IN SEATTLE

In 2021, Superpedestrian was the only operator to proactively implement an
incentivized parking program surrounding Pike Place to alleviate overcrowding
of parked vehicles. Using our geofencing technology, the team implemented
parking zones set away from the market area. Superpedestrian riders were
informed of these incentivized parking locations within the app, and received
a $1 incentive to park in those locations. As a result of this pilot, over 450
trips have ended in incentivized parking locations away from Pike Place.
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In-app view and on-street diagram of incentivized parking at 1st Ave. and Union St. in Seattle.

FUTURE INNOVATIONS: PEDESTRIAN DEFENSE AND PRECISION PARKING

For the 2022 Permit, Superpedestrian will introduce our patented Pedestrian Defense platform, our most advanced
on-board safety and locationing system. Pedestrian Defense is a breakthrough sensor fusion technology that
accurately detects — and corrects — many types of unsafe riding and parking in real-time, making roads safer for
riders and pedestrians. This technology will equip Superpedestrian vehicles with the most precise location data
available in the industry.

Pedestrian Defense goes beyond other providers’ vision-based technology by fusing highly accurate GPS data with
advanced vehicle sensors such as wheel speed, acceleration, and spatial orientation. In-vehicle computing and
machine learning process the data to detect dangerous riding behaviors, including sidewalk or wrong-way riding,
hard braking, dangerous swerving, and improper parking. Pedestrian Defense can yield a consistent accuracy of
location between 10 and 50 centimeters, for better results than standard GPS in urban areas. With this technology,
Superpedestrian will have enhanced ability to enforce parking compliance in real-time.
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A-P3 Attach a description and illustrative images of how the company detected and reparked improperly parked devices (including the use of any
Automated Driving Technology, as defined in Requirement O2.9) during the pilot period in Seattle and/or in other jurisdictions, and plans on ensuring
devices are parked correctly in the future.

Ensuring parking compliance and public right-of-way management is central to Superpedestrian’s safety culture,
and we use several strategies to detect and re-park improperly parked scooters. In Seattle, approximately 90% of
our in-field daily work is dedicated to redistributing and neatly parking our vehicles. Our approach integrates
strategic operations procedures and staffing with rapid, data-driven processes for improper parking detection and
correction.

PROACTIVE AUDITS & CUSTOMER SUPPORT OUTREACH
Our Seattle team conducts proactive parking audits every shift. Each Operational Associate is tasked with
identifying, fixing and reporting at least five incorrectly parked devices per shift. We have found that by incorporating
this practice into each team member’s daily responsibilities and adding a Parking Specialist, a dedicated position
that works overnight to ensure parking compliance across the city, we are able to effectively audit and maintain
consistent corrective action.

All identified parking infractions are sent to Customer Support for follow up with the last customer. To date, we have
not had any repeat improper parking offenders. Any parking violations identified by the City are immediately
responded to and to date we have sent 110 notifications to customers who were flagged by SDOT.

Auditing
There are three types of proactive audits and outreach our team has implemented in Seattle:

1. On-Shift Audits
During each shift, all operations associates are expected to report at least 5 scooter parking corrections.
Corrected instances are reported to Customer Support for additional outreach to the last user. There can be
up to eight drivers per shift, which means we expect to see approximately 75 corrections (minimum) per day.
All corrections are recorded in the team’s shared Slack channel to encourage our team and create a sense of
friendly internal competition.

2. Random Parking Audit
Every one to four weeks our team conducts a random audit of 30 scooters in an area of the city. Our team
reports their findings in a survey and for improperly parked scooters, the Operations Manager determines who
the last rider was and then partners with our Customer Support team to send an SMS nudge to the rider. The
nudge includes information about the improper parking situation, Seattle-specific parking information, and a
warning about fines for future infractions. To date, we have not had any repeat offenders via this process. This
proactive audit is in addition to the City’s established random audits.

3. Location-Specific Parking Audit
For example, for Pike Place Market we have developed an educational SMS nudge we send to riders who
improperly park. After identifying and correcting the improperly parked scooter, our customer support team
sends a locally tailored nudge to help clarify Pike Place parking rules.
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Examples of audited and corrected images from our Seattle team’s internal Slack channel.

SMS outreach triggered
by Superpedestrian audit
warning users about
improperly parked vehicle

SMS outreach triggered
by SDOT audit warning
users about improperly
parked vehicle

SMS outreach triggered by
SDOT audit with fine warning
and image of improperly
parked vehicle

Continued SMS outreach
triggered by SDOT audit
and images of
improperly parked
vehicle

ADDITIONAL IMPROPER PARKING DETECTION & CORRECTION STRATEGIES

Visual Review & Correction Process
During each shift, the Operations Lead reviews the GPS locations of all scooters on a regular cadence. The Lead
directs in-field staff to rebalance scooters and remove any that have found their way into No Parking Zones. The
Lead also works to create efficient routes for these improperly parked scooters to ensure we minimize overall VMT
for our vehicles. For every shift, we staff an Operations Driver and Associate in the densest parts of the city to
ensure rapid response.

Find It, Fix It (FIFI) Stats
We have implemented solutions to ensure we rapidly respond to FIFI updates about our scooters. When a
Superpedestrian-related FIFI notification comes through we leverage an integration tool that pushes the notification
to our local Slack channel, instantly notifying our in-field team. This allows for near real-time in-field correction.
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FIND IT, FIX IT CASE STUDY

On March 25, 2022, we received a FIFI ticket regarding scooters blocking
curb ramps in the Queen Anne area of Seattle. Our team received the FIFI
notification at 7:20 am and resolved the issue by 8:15 am. The SDOT
program manager reached out around 10:30 am about the issue and we
were able to respond that we had already resolved the issue.

We credit our email and Slack integration for allowing our team to quickly
identify and resolve the parking issue before SDOT was aware of it. Please
see the Appendix for full documentation of our exchange with SDOT.

According to a recent Seattle Times article (March 19, 2022), there were approximately 3,000 Find It, Fix It scooter
and e-bike complaints made to the Find It, Fix It platform. Our internal data from January 2021 to January 2022
show Superpedestrian received approximately 725 Find It, Fix It complaints regarding our Seattle operation. That
means less than 25% of all 2021 FIFI scooter and e-bike complaints were associated with our business. Our local
team looks forward to improving on this baseline metric.

Locations with Persistent Parking Issues
Some Seattle locations experience persistent issues with improper parking. In these areas, we work to understand
the root cause and work with appropriate stakeholders to ameliorate the issue. For example:

Incentivized parking at Pike Place Market
We implemented five incentivized parking spots. This ensures Superpedestrian riders who
wish to end their trip near the market can only leave the scooter in one of these
predetermined zones — and they also receive credit toward their next trip for proper parking.

Alki Beach Parking Corrals
We worked with SDOT to implement mandatory parking corrals in the Alki Beach area to
support tidier parking in this busy area.

Customer Support Inbound Messages
Our Customer Support team routes inbound recommendations and concerns about parking
locations to our local team. Depending on the type of issue raised, our local team can make
real-time adjustments, designate an area as a no-parking zone, modify a deployment hub
location, eliminate a hub entirely, or make the area a no-parking zone.

A-P4 Attach a description and illustrative images of how the company inspected devices to ensure they are in good working order during the pilot
period in Seattle and/or in other jurisdictions, and plans on ensuring devices are parked correctly in the future. Include data about how the company
performed relative to maintenance targets outlined in CE4.3 of the Scooter Share Pilot Permit Requirements (no more than 10% unsafe to operate
and a minimum of 70% in good working order and available for rental) either in Seattle or how the company met equivalent metrics in other
jurisdictions.

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

92% of audited devices in good working order in 2021

0% of audited vehicles unsafe to operate in 2021

89% of audited vehicles resulted in successful
unlocks in 2021

Only 50 vehicles retired since our 2020 launch
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Superpedestrian leverages a combination of our patented Vehicle Intelligence (VI) technology with comprehensive
maintenance and repair protocols to ensure our vehicles remain in good working order. In Seattle, we exceeded the
City’s requirements of a minimum of 70% vehicles in good working order and no more than 10% of vehicles unsafe
to operate.

Seattle Compliance Dashboard showing Audit Results for Superpedestrian

AUTONOMOUS SAFETY INSPECTION

Superpedestrian’s Vehicle Intelligence (VI) is the industry’s only comprehensive, self-detecting vehicle operating
system. Unlike other systems, VI proactively and autonomously detects over 140 scooter faults and then acts as an
Active Prevention System to minimize or avert potentially serious outcomes — including potential issues in the
brakes, lights, motor, battery, and all electronics components onboard the vehicle.

VI self-checks all critical systems before each ride, every 30 minutes when available for rental, and 1,000x/second
during a ride. Only devices that VI deems safe to ride are available to rent, because VI automatically removes the
scooter from service if it detects an internal hazard. Simultaneously, our team receives a ticket with the scooter’s
self-diagnosis and pick-up location.
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IN-PERSON INSPECTION & CLEANING

TYPE PERFORMED BY FREQUENCY

Vehicle Intelligence 1. Before every rider begins a trip

2. 1,000x/second continuously during a trip

3. Every 30 mins when waiting for a rental

Local Operations
Teams

1. Performs a 17-category check (complement
to autonomous checks) before every
redeployment after maintenance and upon
return to Operations Center

2. Picks up scooter if the battery charge is
below <20%

3. Picks up scooter when the scooter
self-identifies a maintenance issue

4. Picks up scooter if after 3 days have elapsed
between manual checks

Our local team conducts a physical 17-category Safety Check, overall cleaning, and COVID-compliant sanitization
before deployment. The Safety Check includes brake inspection and adjustment, handlebar/wheel calibration,
throttle check, reflector security, charge port integrity, bell, lights inspection, and testing.

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

A mechanic performs scooter repairs in a Superpedestrian Operations Center.

Our comprehensive in-person maintenance plan spans a 17-category safety check before every deployment and
more in-depth inspections for various elements pre-deployment, and every 120 and 365 days, as outlined below.
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Maintenance Schedule

Pre-
Deployment

120
Days

365
Days

SERVICE DETAILS

✓ ✓ ✓ Brake inspection Check for dragging/rubbing
Check cable adjustment

✓ ✓ ✓ Handlebar
alignment

Bars should be perpendicular to the front wheel

✓ ✓ ✓ Headset
adjustment

Hold front brake and rock vehicle to check for headset play
Ensure the bars turn freely

✓ ✓ ✓ Plastics inspection Inspect plastics for cracks, missing hardware, severe warping

✓ ✓ ✓ QR/short code
inspection

Confirm QR/short code are legible
Check QR bezel and window for damage

✓ ✓ ✓ Throttle inspection Check that throttle level is parallel to deck
Ensure stationary portion of throttle cannot rotate on the handlebars
Ensure throttle lever moves freely and doesn’t stick
Verify that the throttle spacer is present and undamaged

✓ ✓ ✓ Grip inspection Inspect for major cuts/tears (if handlebar is visible, replace the grip)
Ensure grips are fully sealed on the handlebars

✓ ✓ ✓ Light/reflector
inspection

Inspect front light for damage and ensure secured to handlebar plastics
Inspect rear light/reflector for damage to ensure it is secured to the
fender
Inspect front reflector for damage

✓ ✓ ✓ Tire inspection Inspect front and rear tires for cuts or splits
Evaluate tread wear

✓ ✓ ✓ Deck mat
inspection

Ensure mat is fully adhered to deck

✓ ✓ ✓ Charge port
inspection

Inspect charge port for damage
Verify that charge port is functioning by connecting charger

✓ ✓ ✓ Rivet inspection Ensure rivets are intact in the cockpit area

✓ ✓ ✓ Bell inspection Ensure bell is fully functioning

✓ ✓ ✓ Clean device Use approved cleaning products as needed

✓ ✓ ✓ Test ride Perform a brake test, noise evaluation, and suspension fork evaluation

✓ ✓ Check axle nuts Ensure front and rear axle nuts are torqued to spec

✓ ✓ Chassis/weld
inspection

Verify no structural damage to the chassis or chassis welds

✓ ✓ Fork bolt
inspection

Verify that the paint stripe indicates that the fork bolts have not loosened

✓ ✓ Brake cable
inspection

Inspect cables and housing for corrosion

✓ Brake shoe
inspection

Inspect brake shoes for wear

✓ Bearing inspection Verify that the headset and wheel bearing turn smoothly

✓ Inspect all
fasteners

Verify that all fasteners are torqued to spec
Replace any missing or damaged fasteners
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COVID-19 SAFETY PROTOCOLS

Scooter sanitizing procedure.

As COVID-19 continues to impact health and safety worldwide, we commit to ensuring that our workers, riders, and
communities are as COVID-safe as possible. We use a disinfectant that meets the EPA’s requirements for use
against COVID-19 and other pathogens. If awarded, we plan to review our procedures with the City of Seattle to
continue meeting the City’s guidelines and providing Seattle residents and visitors with a safe way to travel. As
guidelines evolve, we will adjust our cleaning and operational practices throughout the permit term.

A-P5 Attach a description and illustrative images of how the company required riders to park safely with an increased awareness for those with
disabilities, including photos and description of how the rider is instructed to take a correct Trip-End Photo capability, required in O4.4, during the
pilot period in Seattle and/or in other jurisdictions. Include data about how the company performed relative to parking targets outlined in CE4.2 of
the Scooter Share Pilot Permit Conditions (target: less than 3% of devices found to be obstructions), either during the pilot period in Seattle and/or
provide data relative to equivalent metrics for other jurisdictions. Include plans for improving upon parking results from the Seattle pilot period
and/or results from other jurisdictions.

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

872,609+ end-trip photos submitted as required in
Requirement 04.4

1% of vehicles found to be an obstruction hazard in
July and September SDOT audit

4 local safety events with specific focus on the
importance of keeping sidewalks clear

82% of surveyed Superpedestrian riders feel that
end trip photos and in-app reminders help them park
properly in Seattle

Only 6% of Superpedestrian’s vehicles were found to
be an obstruction in SDOT’s Q3 audit

73% improvement in parking compliance from Q2
2021 to Q3 2021 SDOT audit
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At Superpedestrian, we make it a priority to ensure that urban micromobilty services do not impinge on the vital use
of public space, most importantly the safety and sanctity of pedestrians and people with disabilities. To achieve this
goal, we use advanced technology to prevent and correct obstructions and community engagement to raise
awareness about the importance of keeping sidewalks clear for all who use them.

Over the course of 2021, Superpedestrian constantly improved our compliance record, including by revamping our
standard operating procedures with staff. Our technology, specifically geofence enforcement, was very effective at
enforcing no parking zones, and our operations team prioritized parking compliance through a number of initiatives
outlined in A-P1. We worked with SDOT on solutions to problem areas in Alki Beach and Pike Place Market to come
up with innovative ways to encourage riders to park responsibly through the use of incentivized parking, corrals and
community engagement, like our parking hero initiative.

End of Trip Photo User Experience

Rider capturing compliant parking at the end of their trip.

In Seattle, all riders are required to submit a photo of the scooter properly parked at the end of their ride. Upon trip
completion, clear in-app instructions advise riders how to responsibly park their vehicles and if required by the city
we can also prompt riders to use the integrated lock-to mechanism (see Appendix for end trip screens when lock-to
is required). In a recent survey of 1,899 Seattle Superpedestrian riders, over 82% of respondents indicated that the
end of trip parking photo and in-app reminders helped them park properly in Seattle.

In 2021 we piloted Incentivized parking around Pike Place Market to reduce issues with scooters parking around the
market (see A-O2). This can be an effective tool to encourage riders to park properly in areas with consistent
parking issues.

Increasing Rider Awareness of Accessibility Compliance
In addition to our existing technology solutions, our community engagement team has held four safety-focused
events that heavily emphasize the importance of keeping the sidewalk free of obstructions. Our local team also
engages with the community and local community organizations directly at events by handing out fliers and
engaging individually to inform riders about how to ride and park safely. For more information about our
safety-focused community outreach, please see A-016, A-017 and A-018.
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Pop-up rider safety event providing safety tips, proper parking instructions, and helmets to Sounders game
attendees. Lumen Field, March 12, 2022.

Safety tip flyers at the Columbia City Night Market,
February 19, 2022

Parking hero at Alki Beach showing riders
proper parking skills

Wearing safety yellow and engaging with Columbia City residents on proper riding and safety tips at the
Columbia City Night Market February 2022.
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Groups We Plan To/Are Engaging With In 2022

1. Outdoors for All Foundation
2. YMCA of Greater Seattle Active Older Adults [pending permit approval]
3. Matthew Bennett of Audio Ecology - Seattle-based pending partnership on Applied Language

Sound for Micromobility
4. University of Washington Center for Technology and Disability Studies

FUTURE INNOVATIONS

AI Enforcement Tool
We are developing a machine learning tool that will identify improperly parked scooters based on riders’ end-of-trip
parking photos. With a limited training set, our model identified 94.44% of scooters accurately from a dataset
comprised of real rider-submitted images of scooters and control images from Google Street View. This level of
accuracy will increase as we gather additional real-world data.

We will further refine each parking model to reflect local parking regulations. To do this, operation team members
will validate end of trip parking photos from local riders, explicitly noting whether each image shows a scooter,
whether it is properly parked, and what contextual factors (e.g. obstructing an ADA access zone) may be at fault. In
Seattle we can specifically train our models to recognize whether a scooter is inside the physically marked
boundaries of the parking corrals.

Our model will become more accurate and tailored to the Seattle market over time. This informs our outreach to
riders who have improperly parked and ensures that our model is attuned to sensitive community needs.

When images indicate improperly parked scooters, we remind the rider to park correctly on future trips. We increase
the penalty if violations continue. Repeated infractions may warrant banning riders, either temporarily or
permanently.

Pedestrian Defense for Parking Compliance

Pedestrian Defense will allow us to take our approach to parking compliance one step further. On Pedestrian
Defense enabled vehicles, riders who attempt to end a trip in prohibited areas will be prevented from doing so
through a combination of on-board detection system and backend validation. Because Pedestrian Defense’s
proprietary locationing technology fuses GPS and advanced vehicle sensors such as wheel speed, acceleration, and
spatial orientation, our technology knows if a scooter is parked correctly within a geofence to centimeter level
accuracy. We will collaborate with the City to determine small, accurate parking geofences. Upon trip completion,
in-app instructions will advise riders how to responsibly park their devices. For example, a notification could
indicate, “You are attempting to park on a curb ramp. Please park the scooter at least three feet away from this
area.” Visual map cues provide additional guidance, ensuring that riders end their trip in a parking-friendly location.
Pedestrian Defense’s pinpoint precision will provide riders with the knowledge to ride and park correctly and
responsibly.
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OPERATIONS

A-O1 What is the initial number of Type 1 Scooters to be deployed? (In an attachment, map the initial service area for each Type 1 Scooter.) What is
the initial number of Type 2 Scooters to be deployed? (In an attachment, map the initial service area for each Type 2 Scooter.) If applicable, attach a
disclosure for not meeting the minimum fleet size requirement and a fleet deployment schedule as described in Requirement O1.4.

We will utilize the same service area for both Type 1 and Type 2 vehicles.

SEATTLE FLEET

Based on historic ridership in Seattle, we
believe our existing fleet of 2,000 e-scooters
meets current and near-term mobility needs
for the Seattle community. During the 2022
contract term, we plan to provide 1,900 Type
1 Scooters and introduce 100 Type 2 Seated
E-Scooters.
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Type 1 Standing E-Scooters

In 2020 under our current operating contract, we
introduced 2,000 scooters into our Seattle vehicle fleet.
Seattle was one of the first cities in the world to receive
our newest scooter.

Over the course of the 2022 permit, we will introduce
Pedestrian Defense to our Seattle fleet. Pedestrian
Defense is the most advanced vehicle detection and
incident prevention technology in micromobility.

Quick Info:

➔ We will provide a minimum of 1,900 standing
scooters with an integrated locking mechanism,
bell and kickstand.

➔ Seattle will be among the first
Superpedestrian fleets in the world to
receive our newest scooter with patented
Pedestrian Defense technology. This
centimeter precision technology detects,
corrects, and prevents unsafe behaviors
including intoxicated and sidewalk riding,
and enforces parking in corrals.

Type 2 Seated E-Scooter

In 2022 we will introduce approximately 100 seated
Type 2 e-scooters. Since we are deploying fewer than
1,000 seated scooters, we are not pursuing Permit B.

We will use City input and demand data to refine fleet
size, vehicle type, and deployment. We will also work
with community organizations, such as senior centers
and the YMCA, to determine the best locations to
deploy Type 2 scooters.

Quick Info:

➔ Our seat is modular allowing us to easily add and
remove seated scooters from our fleet. We will track
use patterns and retrofit as needed - making our
fleet more sustainable and flexible.

➔ Individuals with balance or mobility challenges
prefer our seated e-scooter.

➔ Our seated e-scooter is also preferred for longer
trips: in Baltimore, our seated scooters are used for
trips that are on average five minutes longer than
standing scooter trips.

➔ Optional basket - If desired by the City, our Type 2
vehicles can include a basket.

A-O2 If currently operating in Seattle, attach a map and describe the approach to deployment including how you deployed to equity focus
neighborhoods and West Seattle. If not currently operating in Seattle, attach a map of the approach of getting from the initial deployment to a fully
deployed fleet including the equity focus neighborhoods (described in Requirement O1.5 and Appendix D) and West Seattle (described in
Requirement O1.6); describe how you have approached deployment to focus neighborhoods as required by the jurisdiction(s) where the company
has operated.

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

17% average deployment to equity focus areas in 2021

27% average deployment to West Seattle in 2021

SERVICE AREA & DEPLOYMENT ZONES
Our deployment strategy prioritizes equity-focused neighborhoods. Throughout 2021, Superpedestrian led all other
Seattle operators by averaging 17% of our deployments to equity focus neighborhoods. This exceeded the City
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equity area deployment of 10%. We place a high priority on monitoring equity areas to ensure an adequate supply of
vehicles is available.

Overall Deployment Approach
Our overall deployment approach places approximately 60% of our scooters outside of downtown/central Seattle,
and prioritizes deployment to equity zones. When deploying our vehicles, our Operations team first ensures that
equity focus neighborhoods are adequately served. They then deploy remaining vehicles, with 20% of total vehicles
in West Seattle, 20% of total vehicles in North Seattle, 20% of total vehicles in South Seattle, and the remaining 40%
of vehicles in downtown/central Seattle.

Equity Focus Neighborhoods
Equity focus neighborhoods are our first priority deployments. This is how we’ve been able to exceed the City’s 10%
equity deployment requirement, instead delivering an average of 17% deployment to equity focus neighborhoods in
2021.

In 2022, our Operations team will continue to prioritize deployments to equity areas, and will continue to exceed the
City’s mandate of 10% deployment in equity focus neighborhoods. We also plan to work with SDOT and King County
Metro to increase deployments in equity areas, specifically in northern neighborhoods, with a focus on promoting
first- and last-mile trips. We also plan to expand our deployment to support the Link transit line extension in North
Seattle, including around the Northgate Link Light Rail Station.

West Seattle
In 2021, we averaged 27% of our deployments in West Seattle, and helped provide transportation alternatives to
those most affected by the West Seattle Bridge closure. As stated above, we aim to deploy at least 20% of our
scooters daily to West Seattle.
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A-O3 Describe the plan for reducing/minimizing emissions from fleet operations, including any plans to electrify fleet vehicles, minimize trips, or
other actions. Include information about past specific actions you have taken in Seattle and/or other jurisdictions, including results of these actions,
as applicable.

Superpedestrian’s plan to reduce emissions from fleet operations is three pronged:

1. Reduce fleet vehicle miles traveled (VMT) through better operations practices
2. Create fewer fleet operations trips through better vehicle design, requiring fewer scooter pick-ups
3. Transition to 100% electric vans in our Seattle operations

Reduce Fleet Vehicle VMT
The best way to curb emissions is to avoid them in the first place. We do this through fleet management software
that ensures efficient routing. We actively monitor and minimize VMT to mitigate emissions and local congestion.
This data is recorded daily, and we track and note trips unrelated to local operations. In Seattle, we have provided
annual VMT reports in compliance with program requirements. Our last report was submitted on November 21,
2021 and we commit to continue to comply with Requirement DS1.2 by providing VMT Reports at the close of the
permit year or within thirty (30) days of a request from the Program Manager. Additionally, we are now operating out
of a second warehouse location in North Seattle to reduce operational VMT.

Avoid Fleet Trips Through Better Vehicle Design
Our scooters are equipped with Vehicle Intelligence (VI) technology, which minimizes or averts potentially serious
outcomes, including potential issues in the brakes, lights, motor, batter, and all electronic components onboard the
vehicle. By constantly monitoring the health of the vehicle and preventing potential issues before they become
problems, VI helps us avoid fleet trips to pick up vehicles in need of repair. Additionally, our long-range battery helps
our operations teams avoid more frequent trips for recharging.

Standardizing Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) Methodologies

Robust, transparent and rigorous LCAs are necessary to track and target carbon reductions. Unfortunately,
micromobility operators conduct LCAs in highly variable ways, using different inputs, assumptions and methods
that cloud results and prevent fair evaluation of companies’ true carbon footprints.

In 2021, Superpedestrian began to explore a partnership with NUMO, the New Urban Mobility Alliance, to devise a
standard LCA methodology that would help operators and cities alike target and measure progress. Today this
effort is well underway, and several other operators and leading cities have joined the project in recent months. The
group expects to release LCA methodological guidance later this year. We fully commit to sharing LCA information
with the City of Seattle in compliance with DS1.1

Transition To 100% Electric Vans
Because not all VMT can be reduced or avoided, we are reducing our emissions footprint in 2022 by transitioning
our operations fleet to 100% electric vans.

How We Further Address Emissions
The biggest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions in the scooter industry is not fleet operation emissions, but
rather manufacturing. By building a scooter meant to last, we dramatically reduce our carbon footprint. Our
e-scooters are also built with swappable components, allowing us to maintain a higher ratio of deployable
e-scooters compared to other operators and permitting us to retrofit and extend vehicle lifespan. In addition, we
operate under our “no scooter left behind” policy. In Seattle we have:

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

Only retired 50 scooters — they are built to last and
more valuable to repair than discard

Recovered more than 90 scooters from Puget Sound,
and repurposed 90% of the components
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A-O4 Describe the plan for encouraging riders to ride properly and safely, e.g. not on sidewalks. Include data results from how technology and/or
education solutions have been effective in Seattle and/or in other jurisdictions.

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

Seattle riders must complete our New Rider Quiz

50% of surveyed Seattle riders say they feel safer
riding a Superpedestrian scooter compared to other
scooter brands

17 safety-focused events held with over 1100+
attendees

SAFE RIDING ENCOURAGEMENT STRATEGY
To encourage riders to ride properly and safely,we have developed a 5-step system based on a comprehensive,
multidisciplinary and multi-functional approach. Every day different Superpedestrian departments work
hand-in-hand to address safety using this toolkit:

01 Educate 02 Enforce 03 Encourage 04 Correct 05 Penalize

Educational Programs Technology Software Features Operational Discipline Protocols
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Initiatives

➔ In-person
safety training

➔ In-app safety
reminders

➔ In-app rider quiz
➔ Text-based

educational
program

➔ Best in class
geofencing

➔ Parking photo
➔ Pedestrian

Defense

➔ Financially
incentivized parking

➔ Pedestrian Defense
Safety Score

➔ Parking audit
patrol

➔ Strong deployment
SOPs

➔ Special Event
Parking Valet

➔ Individualized rider
outreach

➔ Safety Score
tracking

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

In-app Education
All riders receive an initial education touchpoint through the New
Rider Quiz, which focuses on where riders should ride (not on
sidewalks) and how to park properly (see A-014). The New Rider Quiz
is formatted with true/false questions and also questions in which
riders identify images showing proper parking. This is just the first
in-app education riders receive. In Seattle, we’ve sent over 25 unique
push notifications/toast-style messages in-app to riders to promote
safe parking and riding (see images to the right).These notifications
remind riders of rules. Special, time-specific notifications are sent
when inclement weather poses a higher risk to riders (see AO-015).

Localized Proactive Outreach
We make it our priority to reach riders before their first ride starts through community initiatives. Last year, we hired
a Community Engagement Lead dedicated to Seattle, whose focus is amplifying our core value of safe riding at all
levels of our program within a local context. Among other events, our Engagement Lead and Team attended the
Seattle Kraken home opener game and Seattle Sounders home games to raise awareness of Superpedestrian and
educate riders on safe riding and parking.

At events, in addition to distributing materials outlining safe riding tips, we engage with members of both the riding
and non-riding communities on safety topics, including how non-riders can get in touch with our local Seattle team.
Our messages are well received — members of the Seattle community have expressed appreciation for the
education and interest in learning more about safe riding and parking. For 2022, we plan to attend more events and
continue to share our safety-focused messaging.

Safety Outreach to Diverse & Underrepresented Communities
We recognize that micromobility access comes down to more than just cost, and that it is incumbent upon our
business to do the work to reach communities that would benefit most from easy, affordable access to our
services. As a part of that work, we continuously seek opportunities to introduce more people to micromobility in
addition to offering a safe space to ask questions on how to ride safely.

For example, we have held events in partnership with Peace Peloton to promote safe riding in equity focused
neighborhoods.

We are also working on a partnership with the Greater Seattle YMCA to reach a wider audience in Seattle and
further encourage safe riding and parking behaviors. We believe this type of interpersonal engagement is imperative
in order to build an accessible and inclusive micromobility program.

Future Rider Education Effectiveness Survey
In the Spring of 2022 we conducted our first Seattle rider survey, and we plan to conduct more of these surveys
during 2022. One of the goals of our upcoming surveys is to gauge the effectiveness of our rider education with
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regard to safety questions such as where scooters should be ridden and the risks of intoxicated riding. We will use
the results of these surveys to hone our in-app and in-person education.

TECHNOLOGY TO ENFORCE SAFE RIDING
Our geofencing provides real-time feedback which promotes safe and compliant riding throughout Seattle’s
neighborhoods and districts. In 2022, we plan on introducing our revolutionary Pedestrian Defense technology,
described above, which will provide even finer-grained data for the City and education for riders. We will work with
SDOT to enable implementation, either through direct rider intervention such as slowing or stopping a trip when the
scooter is detected riding on a sidewalk or against traffic, or through a custom Safety Score program, as described
below.

Best in Class and Community-Responsive Geofencing
Effective geofencing is one of the best ways to shape rider behavior and ensure that riders are riding safely. Our
onboard geofences ensure that riders are riding at a safe speed in slow zones, and are not able to ride in places that
would cause unsafe situations, such as during crowded events.

We continuously solicit feedback from the local community to update our geofencing strategy, including parking
zones, to facilitate safe & proper parking. This is especially important in areas where the best way to safely ride is
not obvious, especially to tourists & visitors, or additional considerations

➔ After feedback from the Seattle Fire Department, we proactively added a No Scooter Zone (NSZ) in front of
Seattle Fire Station #5.

➔ We also set up a No Park Zone (NPZ) in front of a residential home in West Seattle with narrow sidewalks.

Future Innovations: Pedestrian Defense
Pedestrian Defense enhances our already robust geofencing strategy with another tool to enforce safe riding
behaviors. Pedestrian Defense is a breakthrough sensor fusion technology that accurately detects — and corrects —
many types of unsafe riding and parking in real-time, making roads safer for riders and pedestrians. Pedestrian
Defense works by detecting unsafe riding behavior, alerting the rider that they are riding unsafely through beeping
and the handlebar LED flashing and turning red, and then slowing the rider to a safe stop. This technology
intervention not only prevents unsafe riding, but also gives the rider feedback so they know why the scooter is
reacting and can adjust their behavior the next time.
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TECHNOLOGY TO ENCOURAGE SAFETY

Future Innovations: Pedestrian Defense Safety Score
The Pedestrian Defense Safety Score is a rider-specific metric that provides riders, Superpedestrian, and the City
with feedback on riding behavior. Pedestrian Defense detects unsafe riding behavior, including hard stops and
swerving. At the end of each trip, riders receive an in-app safety rating. Careful riders receive rewards, while those
who need to brush up on proper rules get targeted education. Riders who exhibit low ratings may receive warnings,
mandatory safety quizzes, educational materials, and potential suspension if their riding is chronically unsafe. We
can also adjust rider speeds to promote and encourage safer behavior. These nudges, rooted in behavioral
economics, can catalyze behavior change by users.

Cities can view aggregated data collected by Pedestrian Defense in easy-to-use Civic Insights dashboard and can
use the data to identify both frequent offenders and areas of concern. Over time, aggregate scores can help Seattle
program administrators assess the effectiveness of messages and programs, and modify them accordingly.

DISCIPLINING UNSAFE RIDERS

Individualized Rider Outreach
When we see evidence of unsafe riding we reach out to individual riders and will suspend chronically or especially
unsafe riders. We do not hesitate to suspend riders when necessary. For example, when some of our riders in
another city decided to take our scooters for a joyride on the highway, we tracked each of the scooters involved and
suspended all the riders’ accounts for life.

HARTFORD CASE STUDY

In 2021, a group of riders engaged in unsafe behavior and took
Superpedestrian Scooters on the I-84 in downtown Hartford, a major
interstate highway. Our team was alerted and responded quickly. We
immediately disabled the accounts of these riders and updated the
geofences to prevent any future attempts to enter highway ramps. This
proactive geofencing strategy is now part of our standard approach to
ensure that this type of dangerous behavior is prevented in the future.

Future Innovations: Discipline Based on Pedestrian Defense Safety Scores
As mentioned in the section above, riders who consistently exhibit low Pedestrian Defense safety ratings can face
suspension.

A-O5 Attach a description of the procedure for receiving and responding to reports received under Requirements O2.1, O2.4, and O2.7. Provide data
and supporting narrative to show the company's performance relative to these requirements during the pilot period in Seattle, and/or performance
on timely report response in other jurisdictions.

Our Operations and Customer Support Teams efficiently respond to reports generated by our scooters, our riders,
and the public.

FIND IT, FIX IT
INTEGRATION

Our on-time response rate to Find It, Fix it
complaints is 95%, well above the 75% requirement.
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Superpedestrian is a partner and user of Seattle’s Find It, Fix It app. Tickets created in the app automatically
generate emails to our Operations Team. We successfully respond to 95% of Find It, Fix It complaints on time.
Historically, reports of devices in water have taken longer to resolve as we work to safely retrieve our equipment. In
2022, we plan to improve on our water retrieval performance through a partnership with a local magnetic fishing
group.

Receiving Reports

Vehicle Reports via Vehicle Intelligence (VI)
As described above, Superpedestrian’s scooters are uniquely able to report improper parking and tip-over
issues. When these issues do occur, the scooter recognizes the situation and autonomously generates a
maintenance ticket to repark.

Community or City Feedback and Reports
If a rider or community member encounters an improperly parked scooter, they may submit a report 24/7 by
phone, email, or through the “Report Issue” feature in the Superpedestrian app.

Responding to Reports

Wrangler Queue
All reports which require operations team involvement generate a work order ticket within Wrangler, our
operations management platform. These tickets are prioritized within Wrangler so that the Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) below can be maintained.

Service Level Commitments

REPORT TYPE COMMITMENT

Obstruction
Hazard

A crewmember will be dispatched to the obstructing vehicle that needs to be re-parked
or rebalanced within two (2) hours of receiving the notice between 6:00 am and 11:59
pm, or within four (4) hours if reported between midnight and 5:59 am. We aim to
resolve all non-obstruction parking issues within three (3) hours.

Idle Device Superpedestrian’s rebalancing software flags a vehicle as idle after three (3) days
without rental, and will generate a work order to rebalance the scooter.
Therefore, a vehicle should never be idle for more than three (3) days.

A-O6 Attach illustrative images of the required public contact information described in Requirement O3.1.

Contact information for our support team is prominently displayed on the scooter as shown below:

The left handlebar decal displays contact information including phone and email. Seattle’s Find It, Fix It
stickers are affixed to all vehicles per program requirements.
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SDOT Find It Fix It Stickers are affixed to all Superpedestrian scooters

Our 24/7 Customer Support team (contact information listed below in A-07) routes any complaint received to our
local operations team to resolve the issue within the two hour response time.

Reporting an issue using
the main menu button.

Reporting an issue using
the shortcut button.

Reporting an issue after
ending a trip.

Submit an issue to our
customer service team.

Reported issues are then
shared with our field

teams.

Email
Representatives are reachable 24/7
and multi-lingual support is available
at support@link.city.

Phone
Live representatives can be reached
24/7 using our toll free number:
1-844-701-8163. Support is available
in languages including English,
Spanish, Italian, German, Mandarin,
Turkish, Swedish, Portuguese,
Vietnamese, French, Cantonese,
Vietnamese, Somali, Amharic, Korean,
Tagalog, and more.

Find It, Fix It Integration
We are integrated with SDOT’s Find It,
Fix It service request system. These
requests are routed directly to our
local team at seattle_ops@link.city.
These requests are added to the
team’s task queue for the day.

Superpedestrian App
The “Report Issue” option in the app’s
main menu contacts our support and/or
operations teams, as appropriate. People
do not need to be on-trip to report an
issue.

Direct Line To Local Team
For the City and key local businesses we
provide direct contact information for our
local team so that we can be reached in
the event of a concern or emergency. This
includes proactively sharing business
cards with major real estate developers
and businesses so that property
managers know who to reach out to in the
event of a scooter-related issue on their
property.
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A-O7 If known, attach the contact information for City use as described in Requirement O3.2.

24/7 toll-free customer service number: 1-844-701-8163

Superpedestrian contact information for City use:

24/7 customer service: 1-844-701-8163

General Operations Email: seattle_ops@link.city

David Holzer
Policy Manager, Government Relations
david.holzer@superpedestrian.com
778-986-2367

TJ Dunivan
Regional Operations Manager
tj.dunivan@superpedestrian.com
909-528-3810

Scott Holt
Seattle Operations Manager
scott.holt@superpedestrian.com
669-213-9945

Emmett Mckinney
Development Ops - Data Integration
emmett.mckinney@superpedestrian.com
310-999-9353

Virginia Winslow
Equity & Community Engagement Lead
virginia.winslow@superpedestrian.com
(252) 363-7887

For Data Inquiries: devhelp@superpedestrian.com. This is a global
address that everyone on the development team has access to for
quicker response times.

All of our employees listed above are available 24/7 for SDOT inquiries.

A-O8 What is the maximum amount a low income rider will pay to unlock and ride the device for 15 minutes? (Attach the pricing structure and
exhibits showing disclosure of the pricing structure to riders, as described in Requirement O4.2)
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The phone screen on the left shows our Link-Up link prominently
displayed in our home screen for all riders. When users click this

link they are taken to a Link-Up screen where they can find
Seattle-specific Link-Up pricing structure.

LINK-UP SEATTLE

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

There is no charge* for qualified low income riders
to unlock and ride Superpedestrian e-scooters for
20 minutes or less.

53% of Seattle low-income riders use
Superpedestrian for commuting purposes

*Please note that in Appendix F we were not able to put $0.00 as a dollar value. $0.00 is the accurate response for this question.

LINK-Up Seattle is our discount fare program for the City of Seattle. Qualifying Seattle riders receive free 20 minute
rides, and a 95% discount on the portion of rides more than 20 minutes, equivalent to $1.50/hour.
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A-O9 Provide data and supporting narrative to show how the company has increased registration in reduced-fare programs for low-income riders, in
Seattle and/or in other jurisdictions. Describe any plans for increasing registration for, and use of, these programs.

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

899 riders in Seattle have enrolled in Link-Up and
taken at least one trip

1,695 Seattle residents have enrolled in the Link-Up
program

Superpedestrian has consistently had the most
riders and trips per month using the Link Up
program compared to other Seattle operator

Link-Up members have taken 87,320 trips

Link-Up customers have saved $585,741 through
the Seattle discount

Superpedestrian actively advertises our 95% LINK-Up discount and conducts sign-ups at outreach events. To ensure
we meet our customers’ needs, we regularly survey LINK-Up members to gain insight into how they’re using the
program and how we might improve our service.. We will continue to promote the Link-Up program to eligible
current and new Seattle riders.

Price is not the only barrier to using shared scooters, but it is an
important lever that expands access. Our Community Engagement
team has developed best practices and strategies to engage
underserved communities and exceed equitable deployment metrics.
Our affordable and accessible scooter sharing service has higher
utilization, and greater buy-in from locals than other providers operating
in Seattle. In our most recent rider survey, over 53% of low-income
respondents indicated that they use Superpedestrian scooters for
commuting purposes.

Who qualifies for LINK-Up Seattle?
Riders who qualify for a local, Washington State, or federal assistance
program are eligible for LINK-Up Seattle. We recognize anyone
participating in the programs listed in O4.2 of SDOT Scooter Share
Requirement 2.0. We are always looking for additional, locally relevant
enrollment criteria and welcome discussions with the City and
stakeholders to ensure our eligibility requirements are inclusive. In select
cases, with City approval, we work closely with community partners to
find alternative qualifiers, especially for those outside of traditional
systems.

To join LINK-Up, new enrollees access the sign-up form through the
Superpedestrian mobile app or the website. The form asks riders to
choose Seattle as their enrollment location and upload verification
documents, which may be an image of a government-issued ID and up
to date proof of enrollment in a social benefit program. We do not
discriminate against non-drivers; any government-issued ID or other
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legal proof of identity that displays age, name, and address is welcome. Our customer support team reviews the
application and, once accepted, provides a unique discount code and notifies the new LINK-Up member via email

Promotion of Link-UP Program

Safety and Link Up focused event with Peace Peloton, Columbia City Night Market. February 2022.

Our marketing team works with local organizations and leverages social media, traditional media, print collateral,
and special events to spread the word about LINK-Up. In our experience, promotion works best in conjunction with
proactive enrollment at tabling events, where we meet people where they are and actively help community
members sign up and assist with the documents required for verification. We will continue to partner with SDOT to
enroll reduced fare recipients in LINK-Up.

Examples of Superpedestrian’s success in other markets include:

Hartford, CT
For our 2021 launch in Hartford, we built strong relationships with city and non-profit
partners. We distributed our LINK-Up flyers to over 15 different organizations and
collaborated with four partners in our first weeks of launch to facilitate classes and perform
targeted outreach. We signed up nearly 150 participants in our first two months of service.

San Jose, CA
For our initial two months of launch, no scooter left our operations center unless it had a
hang tag describing the LINK-Up program in both English and Spanish. And we’ve seen
results: in the first two weeks of April 2021, 8% of all trips in San José were LINK-Up
participants.

Chart excerpted from the City of Seattle’s 2021 New and Emerging
Mobility Updates to the Transportation and Utilities Committee.
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Seattle, WA
Superpedestrian (LINK) consistently enrolls the highest number of reduced fare program
participants year over year compared to other operators. The City of Seattle recently
attested to this in their annual program report, with a single month high of 400 reduced fare
riders in September 2021 and 899 total since launching in 2020.

We attribute this to our consistent outreach and participation in events in underserved
communities and the ease of sign up and use. One Seattle Rider reviewed our process as
follows:

“The process of signing up, including the LINK-UP program, was the most straightforward.
The scooters move along nicely and they are durable."

In addition, we work with the City of Seattle to offer marketing materials that include
contact information, safe riding tips, and how to sign up for our LINK-Up discounted fare
program in seven City of Seattle Tier 1 Languages.

Throughout the next permit term, we commit to attending at least one event per month to increase our Link-Up
enrollment and usage.

A-O10 Attach a description and illustrative images of the way a low-barrier rental takes place, as described in Requirement O4.3. Provide data and
supporting narrative to show how the company provided and promoted this option in Seattle and/or in other jurisdictions.

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

5% of all trips were paid for with a prepaid debit
card

Call-to-Start
Riders interested in the LINK-Up program can create accounts and start and end trips by
calling our 24/7 customer service number which is prominently displayed on our scooters.
This is a direct line to our team who can help riders create an account or start and end
rides. On average, callers speak to a live human, based in the United States, within a minute.
This process of using a landline to ride is easier for some riders, including some seniors.
Riders may also create accounts by emailing support@link.city. Community members may
access the Internet from a Seattle Public Library branch, if Internet access is not otherwise
available to them. Superpedestrian is also developing a text-to-unlock feature, which will be
available in late 2022.

For Riders Without A Smartphone
We go through an initial verification process to
ensure proper identification and qualification.
New riders contact customer support (available
24/7) and provide good quality digital
photographs or license scans over email to
complete enrollment.

Cash Payment
Riders can use cash to purchase prepaid debit
cards or gift cards, which can be added to the
Superpedestrian App wallet. Regardless of
payment method, we allow riders to pay per ride.
A minimum balance of $10 must be available on
any prepaid cards in order to start a ride. We are
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open to additional ways to facilitate cash payments, such as partnerships with local Seattle
institutions like libraries to allow for LINK-Up enrollment and cash transactions.

We promote our cash payment and non-smart phone rental options prominently on our website
(superpedestrian.com/programs)

A-O11 Attach a description and illustrative images of the helmet distribution plan, as described in Requirement O4.6. Provide data and supporting
narrative including how many helmets were distributed and in what communities, in Seattle and/or in other jurisdictions.

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

300 helmets handed out since launching in 2020

17 events with free helmets on offer to anyone in
the Seattle community

Superpedestrian is committed to offering at least
500 helmets over the course of the 2022 permit

We plan to offer helmets at all our Seattle
community events in 2022
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Helmet Giveaway with Flip Your Trip in West Seattle October 2021

Events Helmets Distribution

Launch Day - October 31, 2020

Holiday Cheer Program - December 2020

Friends of Youth March - 2021

South Lake High School - March 2021

Parking Hero at Alki - May 2021

Alki Beach Pride Parade - June 2021

East African Community Services - August 2021

Park(ing) Day - September 2021

Peace Peloton Group Ride - September 2021

Flip Your Trip - October 2021

Release the Kraken! - October 2021

Filipino Community Center - October 30 2021

Peace Peloton Columbia City Night Market - December 2021

Peace Peloton Columbia City Night Market - February 2021

Safety Popup Lumen Field - March 2021

Peace Peloton Columbia City Night Market - March 2021

Rider Appreciation Event - March 2021
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Test Rides and Helmet giveaway at the Filipino Community Center, October 2021

We make every effort to support all riders’ access to helmets. In Seattle, we encourage helmet-wearing on the
device, in our app, and at all events we attend. We incentivize helmet use, distribute free helmets to anyone who
wants them, and offer discounted helmet promotions. Our goal is to support a culture of safety and helmet-wearing
for everyone in the city. For that reason, we don’t require people to have a Superpedestrian account with us to get a
free or discounted helmet. Please see detailed helmet promotion strategies below.

Future Events and Partnerships Pending Permit

Mockup of Safe Rider Appreciation Zone as a sponsor of Capitol Hill Block Party planned for July 2022

Commute Seattle Bike Everywhere Day - May 20, 2022

Climate Pledge Signatory - Looking to partner with green transportation with Climate Pledge Arena

Peace Peloton Columbia City Night Market - May 21, 2022

Downtown Seattle Association: Downtown Summer Sounds Events - July to September 2022

Capitol Hill Block Party Official Sponsor - July 2022

Cascade Bicycle Club - STP July 2022

YMCA of Greater Seattle - Apprentice Program for at risk youth, Active Seniors, and other events

Day In Day Out Festival Sponsor - August 2022
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SUPERPEDESTRIAN WEBSITE & HELMET DISCOUNTS

On the Superpedestrian Safety webpage (www.superpedestrian.com/safety), we describe helmet use as a key
“Safety Imperative” and list helmet wearing incentives, including a 25% discount on all Bern helmets. These helmets
maximize safety and include MIPS (multi-directional impact protection system) technology, which better insulates
riders from damaging rotational forces upon impact.

Helmet Giveaways

Helmet distribution at Seattle’s first home Kraken Game Release the Kraken!, October 23 2021.

A key way we encourage riders to use helmets is through giveaways. Seattle Superpedestrian riders are also
encouraged to use a helmet through our safety information on the vehicle, in the app, on our website, and in-person
safety outreach. We understand that buying a helmet can be a financial burden and that shared on-vehicle helmets
may create perceived hygiene concerns. We therefore provided more than 300 no-cost personal helmets for
giveaways at local events since Superpedestrian launched in Seattle, and we are committed to offering at least 500
helmets in 2022. We plan to offer helmets at every community event in 2022.

In Seattle, we have also built and continue to develop partnerships with community-based groups to provide safety
programming that highlights helmet-fit recommendations, helmet giveaways, and information about helmet
discounts. We are currently in discussion with the Downtown Seattle Association Ambassador program to help
distribute helmets at their information kiosk.

Helmet Selfie
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In 2022 we will introduce our Helmet Selfie feature in the Superpedestrian app, which encourges riders to submit a
helmet selfie for verification before starting their ride. This feature also encourages interested riders to post helmet
selfies on social media for the chance to win discounts and promote safety. And at the end of a trip, riders will be
rewarded with credit toward future trips for taking a selfie while wearing their helmet.

Beginning in Spring 2022, as ridership increases, our Marketing Team will launch a Helmet Selfie social media
campaign. Riders who tag us in their helmet-wearing selfies will be entered into a raffle to receive credit toward
future safe rides or Superpedestrian gear.

A-O12 Will the maximum device speed be limited to a speed of 8 MPH on a rider's first use of the device, as described in Requirement O4.7?

SEATTLE BY
THE NUMBERS

In Seattle first time riders’ speed is capped at 8
mph via New Rider Mode. This feature has been live
since our launch in 2020, meaning that at least
169,818 riders have experienced the New Rider
Mode and Slow First Ride feature.

New Rider Mode limits speed and slows acceleration
for first-time riders, helping individuals acclimate
before operating at higher speeds. This doesn’t just
protect riders — it reduces risk to other road users as
riders adjust to a new skill. We launched this feature
in Seattle. The success of the program led to a
broader roll-out in cities worldwide.

A-O13 Attach illustrative images of the Rider On-Device Education signage, as described in Requirement ES3.3 and O6.3(c )1.

Customized Seattle safety messaging and helpline details are visible on all vehicle handlebar decals, as shown
below:

Handlebar decals LED Ring light modes
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A-O14 Attach a description and illustrative images of the Digital Safe Parking and Riding Education Program described in Requirement O6.2
.
EQUIPPING RIDERS WITH THE TOOLS THEY NEED TO PARK WELL
To ensure all riders and prospective riders are aware of proper parking and repercussions, we deliver educational
material at a regular cadence at highly visible touchpoints, including the First Ride Quiz, in the app before every ride,
on-board decals, and through in-person engagement.

Before every ride, users will be presented with our Ride Safely screen, which has reminders
about proper riding and parking behavior. Riders must accept this message before
continuing, which is followed by a device check before the trip. In addition, in-app parking
instructions are shown before the end of every trip, including how to operate our lock-to
mechanism, should that be deployed in Seattle. We also provide detailed information on
local rules and best riding practices through our Seattle-specific website easily accessed
through the app’s main menu.

Ride Safely Screen
Before each ride

In-App Banner
Notifications

City-Specific Page in the HELP Section
Displays local rules in full detail

We offer a New Rider Quiz to all new and existing riders in Seattle in full compliance with Requirement 06.2. This is seamlessly
integrated into a rider’s onboarding experience.   Educational materials focus on rules of the road, proper parking, sidewalk riding,
giving way, pedestrian safety, and more.
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First time rider quiz.

We conduct internal parking audits and reach out to riders who repeatedly misuse the system with emails and in-app
messages.

A-O15 Attach a description and illustrative images of plans for any other educational programs related to safe parking and riding. Describe
programs the company has implemented in other jurisdictions and/or in the Seattle pilot.

Safety Popup with Safety messaging at
Lumen Field March 2022

Rider Appreciation Event with Safety messaging at
Westlake April 2022

Rider education is always at the forefront of our outreach. At all of our events we provide targeted print collateral
and talk about how to ride safely. Early in 2022, we refocused our outreach events, with SDOT review and approval,
on safety messaging for existing and new riders and partnered with local community organizations and business on
a series of events:

Peace Peloton Night Market - Columbia City, February 19, 2022 and March 16, 2022

Sounders Game - Lumen Field, March 12, 2022

Superpedestrian Rider Appreciation Event - West Lake Park, April 8, 2022

SMS based Rider Education
In 2021, we piloted an SMS-based education program to quiz and educate riders on market-specific rules and
regulations on topics including required parking, sidewalk riding, helmet use and respecting pedestrians. Learning
happens anytime, anywhere, in an informal setting. In addition to provide coaching on how to ride and park
responsibly, our in-app education incentivizes riders with a LINK credit upon completion. Whether riders have a
smartphone or flip phone, our messages are delivered as text. We have successfully piloted this program in
Knoxville and San Diego and we plan to bring this program to Seattle under the 2022 permit.
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Pictured are an in-app push notification announcing our custom education program for San Diego
riders (left), a lesson on safe turning at 30th Street & University Avenue (middle), and lesson on
local parking procedures (right).

Level-Up Online Safety School
Level Up is our safety school that we plan to launch in 2022. The multi-step safety curriculum uses short videos and
quizzes to expand on rider education . Subjects include prioritizing pedestrians, respecting disabled groups,
prohibiting pavement riding and disability awareness. Individuals who participate and pass will receive discounts on
future rides.

Pedestrian Defense-enabled Safety Score
In the future we plan on implementing a rider safety score for each and every rider using our Pedestrian
Defense technology to further encourage safe riding behavior, including parking, that will inform, educate, or
apply penalties.

A-O16 Attach a description of the plan to inform riders and prospective riders in equity focus neighborhoods (described in G2(d).7), people with
disabilities, people experiencing homelessness or housing insecurity, LGBTQ people, women and girls, youth, and seniors about the equity elements
described in Requirement O7.4(b). Describe how the company has reached equity focus neighborhoods, including any relationships or partnerships
established with community groups, in Seattle during the pilot period and/or in other jurisdictions.

Pace bikes being put together at South Lake High School with the help of Bike Works. A happy teen with
her new holiday gift as part of a Holiday Cheer Secret Santa program in South Seattle. A thank you note
from Friends of Youth after receiving 40 Pace bikes and helmets.
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During the pilot period in Seattle, Superpedestrian established partnerships with multiple community groups and
held events in equity areas, including:

Peace Peloton events, including group rides and participating in the South Seattle Columbia

City Night Market which focus on promoting and working with local black businesses

Donation of 100 bikes and helmets in support of East African Community Services (EACS)

Commute Seattle - participating in Park(ing) Day promoting first/last mile and micromobility
for commuting

Fast Forward Cascadia - support for development of high speed rail between
Vancouver-Seattle-Portland

Friends of Youth - gifted 40 bikes to immigrating foster youths

Alan T. Sugiyama High School at South Lake aka South Lake High School - donated 20 bikes
and helmets

Holiday Cheer Secret Santa bike and helmet giveaway to 16 girls who experience housing
insecurity

Distributing 100 Pace bikes to BIPOC youth alongside the East African Community Services August 9,
2021(left) and our LINK-Up promotion cards that we distribute at events (right).

For the 2022 permit we will increase our LINK-Up enrollment outreach using the following outreach strategies:

OUTREACH METHODS DETAILS

Events Host quarterly pop-up events focused on safe riding,
LINK-Up enrollment, helmet use, and distribution.

Flyers and Hang Tags Distribute multilingual promotional flyers to businesses and
attach hang tags to vehicles.

Local Media Partner with diverse local media organizations as a part of a
comprehensive and inclusive media strategy to encourage
the safe use of scooters in Seattle.

Social Media Leverage social media to amplify safety messaging and
rider-focused programs.

Out of Home Marketing Explore advertising opportunities in Seattle, which may
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include highly visible locations such as transit stops and bus
shelters, to share targeted messaging.

INCREASING ACCESS AND AWARENESS FOR UNDERSERVED COMMUNITIES
We recognize that more than cost blocks some communities from accessing shared micromobility. We must do the
work to reach communities that would benefit most from easy, affordable access to our services. To further
increase access and awareness of our LINK-Up programs, we will:

Facilitate “Inter-Neighborhood” And “Intra-Neighborhood” Transportation
In support of underserved or less accessible local businesses. For example, we partnered
with the Peace Peloton Community Crawl event where people ride bikes and scooters to
black-owned businesses in Seattle. For participants who could not afford the cost of a
scooter trip, access was provided for free of charge.

Provide Multilingual Education, Outreach And Support
We have partnered with local agencies such as the East Africa Community Service Society
to engage minority populations, meeting people where they are. We have developed printed
promotional and safe riding materials in all Tier 1 languages outlined in the City of Seattle
Language Access Program. Our toll-free number is answered by a live representative 24/7
and multilingual phone support is available for over 250 languages. We also offer
multilingual support through our support email (support@link.city). The Superpedestrian
mobile app is available in English, Spanish, Italian, German, Mandarin, Turkish, Swedish,
Portuguese, Vietnamese, French, Cantonese, Vietnamese, Somali, Amharic, Korean, and
Tagalog. We are able to add additional languages with a month’s notice.

ENGAGING WITH LOW INCOME NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING COMMUNITIES IN
SEATTLE, WA

In Seattle, we actively promote our LINK-Up program at diverse community
events in partnership with SDOT and community organizations. We
distribute multilingual materials at these events, including in Cantonese,
Korean, Mandarin, Somali, Spanish, Tagalog, and Vietnamese.

A-O17 Attach a description and illustrative images of the plan to provide the Tier 1 language support described in Requirement O7.2 and the
marketing documentation described in Requirement O7.4(a). Attach examples of language support and describe how you reached people who
speak Tier 1 languages if in Seattle and/or how you reached people who speak languages other than English as requested by other jurisdictions.

TIER 1 LANGUAGES
We have shared with and provided for SDOT’s use our one-page marketing and education document with all City of
Seattle Tier 1 Languages. This document clearly communicates the basics of device sharing, LINK’s service model,
information about our vehicle, and our pricing policies.

Superpedestrian provides contact methods and all required disclosures to our riders in all Tier 1 languages which
can be found at superpedestrian.com/privacy-policy. A professional translation service ensures language is
accurate and LINK’s 24/7 customer support team provides service in Tier 1 languages and many other languages
as well.
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This screenshot shows our policies and disclosures that are linked on our website and available in all of Seattle’s
Tier 1 languages.

We currently have simple printed one-page translations of Link-Up information in all Tier 1 languages available by
request. Starting in 2022, we will print designed fliers in all Tier 1 languages and provide these at in-person events.

Postcards promote our LINK-Up discount program and local rules for safe riding.

A-O18 Attach a description and illustrative images of any other appropriate equity-related goals, strategies, or actions proposed with respect to
Requirements O7.4(d). Cite examples the company has implemented in Seattle and/or in other jurisdictions.
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As described above, Superpedestrian has worked with SDOT to deploy scooters throughout the city, with particular
attention to serving equity areas and populations. We also work with local organizations to increase engagement
and access for all residents of Seattle, with special emphasis on and investment in reaching historically
underrepresented groups. Examples of events held and organizations partnered with include:

EVENT LOCAL ORGANIZATION(S) LOCATION AND DATE(S)

Wheels In Seattle
● Legacy of Equality, Leadership & Organizing (LELO)
● Asian Pacific American Labor Alliance (APALA)
● Filipino Community of Seattle (FCS)
● Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT)

● Filipino Community Center
5740 Martin Luther King Jr. Way S

● October 30, 2021

Alki Beach Pride ● Seattle LGBTQ+ Community
● Alki Beach Pride founder Stacy Bass-Walden

● 2701 Alki Beach Park
● August 14-15, 2021

Columbia City
Night Market +
Peace Peloton

● Peace Peloton - local organization supporting the
black economy

● 3 Columbia City monthly events
December 2021 to April 2022

● Two group rides to black-owned
business destinations through
downtown to South Seattle

Park(ing) Day ● Commute Seattle ● Columbia City: A car parking
space reimagined

● September 17, 2021

Bike Giveaway ● East African Community Center (EACS)
● Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT)

● 7050 32nd Ave S
● August 3, 2021

Flip Your Trip ● Alta + SDOT ● Alki Beach Encouraging West
Seattle residents to use Flip Your
Trip and incentives during West
Seattle Bridge outage

● October 2, 2021

Release the
Kraken! ( First
Kraken Home
Game)

● Dick’s Drive In ● Dick’s Drive-In 500 Queen Anne
Ave N. Seattle

● October 23, 2021

Rider
Appreciation
Event

● Where Ya At Matt? (local BIPOC owned food truck) ● Westlake Park
● April 8, 2022

Holiday Cheer
Event

● Housing insecure South Seattle teen girls
● Elaine Simons organized

● Pace bike gifting in South Seattle
● December 2020

South Lake High
School

● South Lake High School
● Elaine Simons organized

● Pace bike gifting in South Seattle
8601 Rainier Ave S, Seattle, WA
98118

● March 2021
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Friends of Youth ● Friend of Youth foster care Serving youth and
young families facing circumstances of
homelessness, foster care and behavioral health
challenges

● Pace bike gifting  2524 16th Ave S,
Seattle, WA 98144

● March 2021

Safety Popup
Sounders Game ● Safety popup at Lumen Field ● Safety demo and helmet giveaway

at Lumen Field
● March 2022

Photos of Equity-Focused Outreach Events and Promotion

Wheels in Seattle flier from October, 2021, and Scott Holt, Operations Manager, deploying scooters at Alki
Beach Pride in August 2021

Park(ing) Day September 2021
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Columbia City Night Market December 2021

Columbia City Night Market February and March 2022
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Rider Appreciation Event April 8 2022

The Copy Spot, a local black-owned graphic design and print company that prints
our local marketing efforts like flyers and posters, had their door replaced in an
incident where a LINK scooter was used to break down their door. Enclosing their
thank you social media post.

In-App Equity Messaging
Lastly, we utilize our in-app notifications to celebrate our diverse rider base with discounts and to engage and
support underserved communities.
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DATA

A-D1 Provide the plan for providing SDOT with accurate VMT reports, as described in Requirement DS1(c). Describe how the company has
completed this in Seattle or in other jurisdictions.

We actively monitor and minimize vehicle miles traveled (VMT) to mitigate emissions and local congestion. This
data is recorded daily, and we track and note trips unrelated to local operations. In Seattle, we have provided annual
VMT reports in compliance with program requirements. Our last report was submitted on November 21, 2021 and
we commit to continue to comply with Requirement DS1.2 by providing VMT Reports at the close of the permit year
or within thirty (30) days of a request from the Program Manager.

A-D2 Describe the ability to participate in mobility as a service (MaaS) integration, particularly as it pertains to participating in the Transit Go
Rewards App with King County Metro, and/or other potential integrations.

We currently partner with third party Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) applications across the
globe to promote trip planning, choice, and connectivity between our scooters and local
transit. Local transit options and LINK scooters are available in Citymapper, Moovit, and
Transit App, which allows riders to find LINK scooters within their respective apps and
seamlessly plan their multimodal trips in Seattle.

In addition, we currently partner with King County Metro’s Transit Go App piloted in West
Seattle as a reward partner and Superpedestrian is proud to be the most redeemed
scooter company for wallet credits. To date there have been 603 redemptions for
Superpedestrian wallet credits. Our team is currently exploring deeper transit integrations
to reward scooter riders with free trips if they end at a transit hub. We have also started
conversations with developers to explore further integration with the Transit Go app, so
that we could streamline reward redemptions and do cross promotions. For example, a
rider who ends a trip near a transit hub could be provided a free transit ticket at the end of
their trip to further promote first and last mile transportation options and multimodal
trips. Superpedestrian has also been approved to operate on the main University of
Washington campus, and we have committed to providing discounts to UW students
once the university proceeds with install of one or more docking stations on campus.

A-D3 What version of Mobility Data Specification is the company using?

Superpedestrian’s Mobility Data Specification (MDS) is built to the latest MDS 1.0 standard. We maintain a current
“MAJOR” version of the MDS. Our team is dedicated to updating and managing these APIs and supporting their
implementation with external parties.

A-D4 Are the vendor's General Bike Share Feed Specification (GBFS) feeds public?

Superpedestrian’s General Bike Share Feed Specification (GBFS) feeds are public and built to the latest GBFS 2.2
standards so that any transit platforms can easily access our real-time device information.

A-D5 Attach the disclosure language to which riders must agree, as described in Requirement DS5.

Superpedestrian’s Information Disclosure language can be found in our Privacy Policy (available at
superpedestrian.com/privacy-policy). At sign-up riders accept our terms and conditions and privacy policy. The
exact disclosure language complies with Requirement DS5 and can be found in the Appendix.
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APPENDIX - Superpedestrian Privacy Policy

EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 19, 2021

Available in Chinese Simplified, Chinese Traditional, French, German, Italian, Korean,
Portuguese, Somali, Spanish, Swedish, Tagalog, Turkish, and Vietnamese

+ Intro
This Privacy Policy (“Privacy Policy”) describes how Superpedestrian, Inc. (including
its subsidiaries and affiliates) collects, uses and discloses your personal data and
information (the “Information”) if you use our scooter rental service, our websites
and/or our mobile application (“App”) (collectively, the “Services”). The name and
address of the controller of your Information depends on where you are using our
Services, and the controllers for each country are listed below under “Contact
Information.” Each controller is referred to herein as “Superpedestrian,” “we,” “us” or
“our.” This Privacy Policy sets forth the Information we collect, use, and share and
the purpose and legal basis for doing so.

If you use our Services in the European Economic Area, the United Kingdom, or in
California, please see the section titled “Additional Rights” below for more detail
concerning your rights under applicable laws.

If you use our Services outside the European Union, you agree that by using our
Services you consent to your Information being handled as described in this Privacy
Policy.

Please do not use our Services unless you have read and understood this Privacy
Policy and have no objection to it. If you use our Services outside the European
Economic Area and the United Kingdom, you consent to your Information being
handled as described in this Privacy Policy when you use our Services.

We reserve the right to change this Privacy Policy from time to time. If we make
changes, the updated Privacy Policy will be made available through our Services,
and we will provide notification of material changes through our App.

Please also read our Terms and Conditions, which govern provision of our Services
in various countries, including any disputes about your account or your Information.
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+ Information We Collect
Information You Provide

We collect or obtain your Information when you use and interact with our Services.
The types of Information we collect or obtain vary depending on how you use our
Services. If you rent our scooters, we require you to establish an account with us so
we can provide the scooter service. If you choose not to provide the required
information, or request that we delete it, you may not be able to use or access our
scooter rental service. Visits to our web sites and App do not require signing up for
an account.

The types of Information we collect or obtain include:

Account Information. When you open an account to use our scooter rental services,
we require that you provide a mobile number for the phone on which you are using
our App. You may also provide your name and e-mail address on the account.

Payment Information. When you provide us with payment card information in order
to rent our scooters, the information you provide is collected and processed directly
by our payment processor in the location where you rent the scooter. We do not
receive or store your full credit card information, only a unique identifier, the name
you provided with the card, and access to the payments charged for our Services.

Identity Verification. In certain cities, we are required to confirm your eligibility to ride
our scooters by checking your driver’s license or similar government ID. If you do not
provide your ID, you will not be able to use our scooter services in this city. When you
choose to ride our scooters in these cities, we will prompt you to provide your
identification information which is transmitted to a third-party provider for
processing. From time to time, we may offer discounts or free rides to essential
workers or students and require proof of employment as an essential worker or
student status to receive the discount or ride. In some locations, we offer special
pricing for low-income riders, and we may require you to provide identification and
address information showing eligibility for low-income programs to qualify for this
benefit. For some adaptive vehicle rentals, we may require you to provide additional
identity or location information in order to deliver the vehicle to you.

Location Data. When you use our scooter rental services, it is necessary to collect
and process location data from the scooter and your mobile device running the App
used to complete the rental. In order to use our scooter rental services, you must
turn on location services permissions on your phone so we can use the location of
your phone to show you available scooters nearby and set the pricing based on the
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city where you are renting our scooters. If you do not allow access to location
services on your phone, you will not be able to use our scooter rental services. Once
you activate and begin to ride a scooter, we collect location data directly from our
scooter, including location start and stop points, route traveled, vehicle status and
condition, and other data points necessary to provide the Services. When you park
the scooter, we use the location data from your phone as well as data from the
scooter to confirm the scooter is properly parked in a valid location. We also use
location data to improve our Services and to prevent theft, fraud and other misuse of
the Services.

Customer Support and Claims. When you contact us by phone, email or via our App
for customer service, support or other assistance, we may record or store that
information about your engagement with our support services. When you report an
issue with the scooter service, we ask for your name and email address to
communicate with you and address your reported issues or customer support
needs. If you choose to make a claim for injury or damages after using our scooter
services, we may request that you provide additional information to us or a
third-party administrator for the insurance carrier regarding any property damage or
injuries so we may evaluate your claim and/or inform the insurance carrier.

Photos and Social Media. We may collect and store any Information you choose to
share publicly or send to us voluntarily, such as photos, comments, messages or
other user-generated content, on our social media, messaging or email accounts.
We may also collect and store any Information you share in connection with
research, surveys, or giveaways/contests.

Information from Service Providers and Automated Services

Device Information and Identifiers. When you use our Services, we collect and
analyze information such as your IP address, device type and identifiers, device
service provider, operating system, and the state or country from which you
accessed the Services.

Browser Data and Cookies. We use third-party cookies through Google Analytics
and/or Squarespace Analytics to collect information from your browser, computer,
or mobile device when you access or use our websites. You can learn more about
how Google Analytics uses this data here and Squarespace Analytics here. These
analytics programs use cookies and similar tracking technologies to help us
understand how people use our site, remember when you return to a site, and how
you navigate and engage with content on our site. On our scooter rental App, we use
app logging provided by a third-party service (currently Segment) to log when you
launch the app, navigate through various links, pages or features on the app, and
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encounter any error messages in using the app. You can learn more about how we
use cookies and similar technologies in our Cookie Policy.

+ How We Use Your Information
We specify below the purposes for which we collect, use, share, or otherwise
process your Information and the legal basis for why we do so, including the
following:

To Provide Scooter Rental Services: The main purpose we use to collect and process
your Information is to provide our Services to you at your request, particularly our
scooter rental service. This purpose requires us to process your Information to:

● create and manage your account
● communicate with you about your account, interactions, or transactions

including service-related announcements such as changes to our policies
and/or information about features and enhancements to our Services

● provide quality scooter rental services through our App
● process your payments for our scooter rental services
● ensure compliance with rules and regulations while you ride and park our

scooters, including location based geofencing and parking restrictions
● monitor the precise location of our scooters, including while you are riding

them, to comply with local rules and to avoid theft or vandalism
● procure insurance
● address customer service requests or claims
● verify your identification to comply with rules or verify eligibility for discounted

programs where requested
● manage your ride history and receipts/invoices

The legal basis for this purpose is to fulfill our contract with you to provide the
Services. We cannot provide our scooter rental service to you without collecting and
processing your Information, including precise location data. We need your account
information to allow you to use our App to rent scooters and your device location
data to locate scooters available to rent and charge you the appropriate pricing for
that location. We also need information about the location of any vehicle while you
are riding it, the start and end points, the routes taken on the vehicle, rider behavior
during the trip as it relates to rules and regulations, and where the vehicle is parked
in order to provide the Services to you. We also fulfil our contract with you by
communicating about your account, including service-related announcements such
as changes to our Services, and engaging in customer service interactions when you
request.
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To Comply with Legal Obligations: We also process your Information for the purpose
of complying with laws, regulations, local ordinances, and valid local law
enforcement requests. The legal basis for processing your Information is that we
are required to do so to meet our legal obligations. We may process and share your
Information:

● when it is reasonably necessary to do so for legal reasons, including to meet
federal, state, regulatory, or local law requirements in the location where you
ride our scooters

● in response to valid requests from law enforcement in connection with an
investigation of an incident, or as part of a judicial process, or to take action
regarding illegal activities or traffic offenses, to prevent fraud or to address
technical issues or abuse

● to share certain Information including account, trip route and location data
with cities, local authorities and transportation authorities, including through
their required software vendors, where necessary to fulfil conditions of the
permits, contracts, or licenses granted to us

● to share certain Information with local law enforcement and other government
agencies for the legitimate interests in investigating and preventing crime,
fraud, or other illegal use or abuse of our Services

The categories of Information shared will depend on the specific factual
circumstances but could include your account information, your mobile phone
number, date of birth, name and email address if known, payments made, device
information, trip data and location data.

To Better Manage and Improve Our Services: We process your Information to
provide high quality scooter rental services and to improve and optimize our
Services, including our scooter rental App and Sites. The legal basis for this purpose
is to further our legitimate interests in improving and optimizing our Services in
order to maintain and grow our business by better serving our users. We process
your Information to protect our legitimate interests to:

● better manage our fleet of scooters, including to ensure availability, monitor
usage levels, track battery charge levels, and other required maintenance
checks

● provide vehicles which are in good working order and to protect our property
from damage or theft

● provide high quality user experiences on our App and Sites and to improve and
optimize the Services
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● protect the security and safety of our Services and to investigate and prevent
violations of our Terms and Conditions, or other fraud and abuse of our
Services or accounts

● share information with law enforcement and other government agencies for
the legitimate interests in investigating and preventing crime, fraud, or other
illegal use or abuse of our Services

● to conduct internal business operations in support of our Services, such as
improving security, processing claims, resolving road incidents, preventing
fraud, invoicing and accounting, analytics, and research and development

● share your information among our affiliate companies and Superpedestrian to
provide, maintain and improve the Services

● share aggregated rider data with universities or other researchers to pursue
research projects or collaborate with studies regarding transportation

● to establish, exercise, or defend civil or criminal claims in connection with
actual or potential litigation including to protect our Services, our property or
other legal rights, including those of our users

● to prevent harm or injury to you, the public, or our staff, or to defend our legal
rights or property, or enforce our Terms and Conditions

● to comply with federal, state, regulatory, or local law requirements and to
share certain Information including account, trip route, and location data with
cities, local authorities and public transport operators where necessary to fulfil
conditions of the permits, contracts or licenses granted to us

● to respond to valid requests from law enforcement investigating incidents,
crashes, crimes, fraud, or other illegal activities

To Contact You Regarding Marketing or Promotions. We may process your
Information for the purpose of sending promotional or marketing communications,
such as emails, encouraging you to use our Services, which may include
promotional codes, or other offers such as free rides or unlocks to promote or
market the use our Services. Where required to do so, we will only contact you
regarding marketing and promotions with your consent. Where we ask for your
consent, the legal basis for this contact will be your consent to receive marketing
and promotional communications. You have the right to withdraw your consent at
any time. Where we are not required to ask for consent to send marketing
communications, the legal basis for processing your Information is our legitimate
interest in promoting our Services.

+ How We Share Your Information
We share certain of your Information with our affiliated companies, our service
providers, and other third parties where it is necessary to perform the Services
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pursuant to our Terms and Conditions, as described in this Privacy Policy. In
particular, we may share your Information with:

Our service providers and partners. We share certain Information with our service
providers, partners, and their employees as necessary to provide the services,
including account, trip route, and location data. Examples of such services where it
is necessary to share Information include providers of:

● cloud and data hosting
● ID verification
● payment processing
● customer support management/software
● software applications and service providers who assist us with financial,

accounting, payroll, benefits, insurance, fleet management/optimization,
marketing tools, data analysis, and legal matters

● insurance, including insurers, third party claims administrators, brokers and
their vendors, as needed for the purpose of obtaining insurance for our
Services and processing insurance claims

● partners or service providers in preparation for or in conjunction with a sale,
merger, change in control, or financing event for our Company

Government, regulatory and law enforcement agencies. We may share your
Information when it is reasonably necessary to do so, including:

● to meet federal, state, regulatory or local law requirements
● in response to valid requests from law enforcement in connection with an

investigation of an incident, or as part of a judicial process, or to take action
regarding illegal activities or traffic offenses

● in connection with our efforts to detect and prevent fraud and other illegal
activity, to improve security, or to address technical issues or abuse

● to prevent harm or injury to you, the public, or our staff, or to defend our legal
rights or property or enforce our Terms and Conditions

Cities and localities. When required by municipal governments or transportation
authorities, we share with cities, transportation authorities and their required
vendors certain Information, including account, trip route and location data, in order
to fulfill conditions of our license or permit to operate in that location. We may also
disclose your Information, including account, payment history and trip location data,
where we believe it is necessary to investigate, prevent, or take action regarding
illegal activities, suspected fraud, potential threats to safety, violation of our Terms
and Conditions, or as evidence in any litigation or judicial proceeding.
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Research and business partners. We may share individual trip records and trip
location history with other parties for research, business or other purposes,
including partnerships with universities for research projects such as understanding
micromobility usage and travel patterns in a city. We may also share certain data
sets containing aggregated and de-identified information that cannot reasonably be
used to identify you.

Superpedestrian companies. We disclose your Information to our affiliate and parent
companies. When we operate in countries outside the United States, we form local
subsidiaries to provide our scooter rental services and share data back to the
Superpedestrian parent companies to provide, maintain, and improve the Services.
Your personal information may thus be transferred to (or stored in) a jurisdiction
other than your jurisdiction of residence, and will be accessible to law enforcement
and/or regulatory authorities according to the applicable laws of such jurisdictions.

Business transfers. If we merge with or are acquired by another company, or if
substantially all of our assets are transferred to another company, or as part of
another change of control event, financing, or bankruptcy proceeding, we may
transfer the Information to another company.
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APPENDIX - SDOT EMail Exchange Re: Parking
Resolution
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APPENDIX - Letters of Support
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APPENDIX - Example of End Trip Photo with
Locking Mechanism

01
When the rider has selected ‘Finish’
at the bottom of the map interface,
they are then shown end of trip
parking reminders. They have to
affirm these tips before
progressing.

02
Riders can see on the map all
incentivized parking locations and
the dollar amount their ride will be
discounted if they park
accordingly.

03
Each user is required to provide an
end of trip photo to confirm proper
parking - only when that is
submitted and passes
requirements does the trip end.
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